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Title: Hero Guide to Saving Your Kingdom Author: Author Christopher Healy, Illustrated By Tod Harris genre: Fantasy, Tale of Retelling, Middle Class Publisher: Walden Pond Press Publishing Date: May 2012 Hardcover: 293 Pages (USA) nter a world where everything, even our classic tales, is not what it seems. Prince Liam. Prince Frederik. Prince Duncan. Prince Gustav. You never head out of them, do
you? These are the princes who saved Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Snow White and Rapunzel, respectively, and yet, thanks to those lousy bards who wrote fairy tales, you probably only know them as The Prince Charming. But all this is about to change... Rejected by their princesses and banished from their castles, Liam, Frederick, Duncan and Guztav stumble upon an evil conspiracy that could
endanger each of their kingdoms. Now it's up to them to defeat their various flaws, take on trolls, thugs, dragons, witches and other related horror becom heroes no one ever thought they could be. Stand Alone or Series: Book 1 in the League of Heroes series, following the adventures of Liam, Frederick, Duncan, and Gustav (and hopefully Ella?). How I got this book: ARC from the publisher Why I read this
book: I'm a huge fan of Walden Pond Press and looking forward to their middle class new releases. When I found out about this book - in which four quirky and un-heroic Prince Charmings have to figure out a way to save the day (with the help of their princesses, of course) - I was instantly hooked. Review: Bards are almost always wrong. Of course, they manage to convey a common storyline, but they get
all the details wrong. Like the names of the people involved. In four different kingdoms the bards sang their stories about great deeds and romance... but lumps all the heroes together under the name Prince Charming. The prince is, in fact, four different princes - Frederick (Cinderella's fame), Gustav (who tried to save Rapunzel, but she ended up saving him, in fact), Liam (the guy who woke up Sleeping
Beauty), and Duncan (Snow White Hubby). After a magically romantic evening of big ball and finding his true love in Ella (Cinderella, that is), things seem to be just bathing for Prince Frederik and his new fiance. However, what's fun for Frederick (a picnic in the castle grounds) turns out not so much fun for Ella, who is tired of her fiance's penchant for sleeping until noon, his focus on the wardrobe, and
above all his aversion to adventure. Ella leaves Frederick for her own great adventures - but Frederick is determined to get her back. Embarking on his grand adventure to return his beloved, Frederick soon encounters other similarly disgruntled princes who were, for various reasons, abandoned by their princesses. Gustav, while tall and strong, has a bit of inferiority complex compared to his older brothers -
- and all not better when he tried to save Rapunzel Rapunzel paws of an evil witch, only to get pushed out of the window of the tower, blinded, and rescued by the same Rapunzel after she is alone by her witch kidnapper. Frustrated by the ridicule of all those in his kingdom, Gustav repels Rapunzel and goes to do something really heroic to earn respect. Liam is every bit handsome, heroic, a collection of
stories by the prince, but after rescuing The Sleeping Beauty and her kingdom from a sleeping curse and besides another witch, he learns that his princess bride is actually a terrible man who begins to deliberately spread malicious rumors about Liam's character. Duncan is quite happy with his wife Snow White and a little eccentric. To be fair, Snow is an oddball, too. Their combined weirdness makes them
the perfect couple, but there's still a period of adjustment to get through and things a bit for Duncan and his new bride. Together, the Prince Charming (OK, actually Princes Charming as Liam will intervene) team up to thwart a nefarious plot from a familiar witch (and the bandit king and his squad), win back the girl and earn the respect and gratitude of their various kingdoms. And they'll have fun and learn a
few things along the way, too. Charming. In short, the Hero's Guide to Saving Your Kingdom is appropriate, utterly charming. I love the creative spin on classic fairy tales and the decent attention paid to the Lovely Princes as they begin their own adventures that will be considered worthy of their princesses. Even cooler, I like that it's paying attention to the princes and getting their fair shake as the heroes
don't come at the expense of the princesses. Ella plays an important role in the book and leaves her own happily Ever After in pursuit of something bigger - but when Frederick and her friends are in trouble, she rushes to the rescue. (Of course, there are less pleasant female characters, but such is life!) I love the four different types of princes we are represented in Hero's Guide and the qualities they add to
the story - Liam with his traditional Prince Charming-ness, the goofy and endearing Duncan with his magical luck, Gustav and his cheeky piglet, and Frederick with his amazingly huge heart and devotion to Ella. (My favorite princes are Duncan and Frederick, naturally.) More than just characters, though, The Hero's Guide is so effective because of the amazingly engaging narrative voice and fast-paced plot.
Brilliant storytelling, using various omens (in the first chapter, we are given a peek into the twentieth chapter, for example), mixing modern phrases with a storybookish touch. The book is illustrated throughout, too, with gorgeous sketches (which put me in mind of the recent Disney movie, Tangled): The Artistic Right © 2012 Todd Harris Gorgeous, Right? And finally, of course, there's a good healthy dose of
absurdity, too. Hardly a Bandit King, a gentle giant, a vegetarian troll, and a few sullen gnomes? Of there's an absurdity involved! What more can I say? This is a wonderful, delightful middle class adventure novel that must be read and loved by young readers all over the world. Preferably out loud. With voices. Absolutely recommended. I can't wait to follow these specific Princes (and Ella!) on another of
their next adventure. Famous quotes/parts: You can listen to the first chapters via the widget below! More thoughts: Make sure to stop by and check out Christopher Healy's guest post in which he discusses his inspiration and influence on the Hero Guide! Rating: 7 - Very good reading Coming up: Until autumn, after the fall, during the fall of Nancy Cress Buy book: Ebook available to Kindle USA, Kindle UK,
Corner, Kobo, Sony, Google and Prince Liam's Apple. Prince Frederik. Prince Duncan. Prince Gustav. You've never heard of them, have you? These are the princes who saved Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Snow White and Rapunzel, respectively, and yet, thanks to those lousy bards who wrote fairy tales, you probably only know them as The Prince Charming. But all this is about to change. Rejected by
their princesses and banished from their castles, the princes stumble upon an evil conspiracy that could endanger each of their kingdoms. Now it's up to them to defeat their various flaws, take on trolls, bandits, dragons, witches and other various horrors, and become heroes no one ever thought they could be. Christopher Healy's Hero Guide to Saving Your Kingdom is a totally original take on the world of
fairy tales, the truth about what happens after happily ever after. It's a must-have for middle-class readers who enjoy their fantasy adventures mixed with the humor of Diary of a Wimpy Kid book. Todd Harris's witty black-and-white drawings add to the fun. © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates of the Mythopoeic Fantasy Award for Adult Literature Best Children/Young Adult Fiction (nominee) Prince
Liam. Prince Frederik. Prince Duncan. Prince Gustav. You've never heard of them, have you? These are the princes who saved Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Snow White and Rapunzel, respectively, and yet, thanks to those lousy bards who wrote fairy tales, you probably only know them as The Prince Charming. But all this is about to change. Rejected by their princesses and banished from their castles,
Liam, Frederick, Duncan and Gustav stumble upon an evil conspiracy that could endanger each of their kingdoms. Now it's up to them to defeat their various flaws, take on trolls, bandits, dragons, witches and other various horrors, and become heroes no one ever thought they could be. Genre: Young Adult Fantasy Related Books by Other AuthorsSkyward (Skyward, Book 1)Brandon Sanderson Used
Accessibility for Christopher Healy Save Your Kingdom Hero's Guide to Saving Your Kingdom Healy (May 1, 2012: Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins) There's a lot you don't know about Prince. Of course we all know about those who have come up at the end of the tale to save the princesses, throw on a fancy costume, and get hitched in a lavish wedding. But have you ever wondered who these guys
really are? Or, if a few, scant facts that we hear about them even true? (Hint: Usually not.) In the first volume of the Hero's Guide saga, we meet Prince Frederik, Prince Liam, Prince Gustav and Prince Duncan, better known as the Beautiful Princes, who saved Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Rapunzel and Snow White, respectively, and learn that these people are much more (or less) than the cardboard
heroes we've heard of. Rejected by their princesses and driven out of their kingdoms, these four men are bound by their common anonymity and unite to fight witches, goblins, trolls, bandits and giants to save each of their kingdoms from a diabolical conspiracy. And in the end, if you're lucky, they can finally become the real heroes they always had to be. Buy it now! THE BARDS WERE TALKING!
IndieBound Indie Next List Winner Amazon.com Best Book of the Year Winner Kirkus Reviews Best Young Adult Book Winner New York Times Famous Winner One of the Smartest, Fun Successful Incarnations of Current Literary Fury Break and Rewrite Tales... Princes in Hero's Guide may not be charming, but The Hilly's A cart is certainly there. -Los Angeles Times Background is really charming... a
quest that resembles in moments of the Musketeers and on others, the Marxes. -New York Times Book Review Healy's fast-paced debut is overflowing with suspense, humor, and carefully crafted characters. Healy introduces age-old characters and fairy tale trails with fresh, modern sensibility, leaving the crowd-pleased with a laugh-out-loud line on almost every page. - Publishers Weekly (stellar review) Is
a fabulous world of tongue-in-cheek, but fleshed out, creating your own humor rather than relying on pop-culture references. Healy juggles perfect precision, making princes like goobers with good heart and individual strengths, keeping them distinct and believable. Inventive and cheerful. -Kirkus Reviews (stellar review) A lively, humorous adventure. - Wall Street Journal This is the most interesting thing,
you can have a short rounding of the knights of King Arthur, filling their armor with laughing gas, and driving them to a roller disco. -Frank Cottrell Boyce, New York Times bestselling author of COSMIC COSMIC COSMIC the hero's guide to saving your kingdom series. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom reading level. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom pdf. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom
movie. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom summary. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom book 2. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom wiki. the hero's guide to saving your kingdom audiobook
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